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Rapid growth is paramount for startups that want to succeed. In this ebook, we’ll dive in to 

what you need to learn from successful startups about building smart, sustainable growth. To kick off, it’s 

critical that you understand the importance and implications of one simple equation on your business.

ONE EQUATION TO RULE THEM ALL

As a financial advisor, you likely rely on an extensive set of equations and formulas to help your clients grow 

their wealth. But when it comes to growing your own company, most fail to keep your eye on one key 

equation.

Startups know about it. It’s one a key to successful growth.

LTV-CAC > 0

Never seen that before? You’re not alone. Let’s break it down:

CAC is the cost to acquire new clients. You calculate CAC by dividing the total amount spent 

on marketing (over a period of time) by the number of new clients acquired during that same 

timeframe. 

So let’s say you spent $20,000 on marketing last year (think: event costs, your own time, logo materials, 

yellow page ads, your website, etc.) and brought on 10 new clients.  Divide the marketing costs ($20,000) by 

the number of new clients acquired (10) and boom! Your CAC is $2,000. 

LTV is the lifetime value of your clients. If you’re looking to scale—to build a business model that’s capable of 

supporting rapid growth without breaking down—then it’s crucial that you recoup your CAC within the span 

of one year. Therefore, in the context of our equation, we can think about LTV also as the first year margin—

the amount you’re earning from your new client in the first twelve months. 

As long as LTV minus CAC is greater than zero, you’re in good shape. LTV-CAC > 0 over the span of one year.

“But wait. Why are we only looking at one year?”

Many financial advisors are quick to argue that it’s okay to have a negative LTV-CAC for the first year because 

“clients stay on for 5+ years and that means you’re more than recouping your costs in the long term”.

That’s fine—if you’re looking to grow modestly and your total acquisition cost is within your working capital 

budget.
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But if your goal is to accelerate growth and scale your business, you need to pay for it somehow. If you want 

to create a financeable situation that allows your business to grow without breaking down, then LTV minus 

CAC needs to be greater than zero in the span of one year.

INCREASING LTV IS A WINNING GROWTH STRATEGY

This equation was inspired by an article from serial entrepreneur David Skok called The Startup Killer. It makes 

sense. Startups are focused on growing rapidly and need to be able to finance that growth if they want to be 

successful.

That’s why most startups are laser-focused on two goals: driving down CAC and increasing LTV. They do it by 

running lean companies that are constantly testing, developing, and improving to find the best solutions.

If you want help driving down your CAC, check out the Essential Guide to Advisor Marketing. In this ebook, 

we’ll focus on the second goal: increasing LTV. It’s a specialty of ours at Blueleaf for two reasons: The 

Blueleaf client engagement platform itself helps financial advisors increase their clients’ lifetime value, plus, 

we’ve been successful at it as a company. Regardless of your familiarity with Blueleaf, this ebook will be 

helpful to you.

As an advisor, you can increase LTV in three ways:

1.     Improve your client experience 
2.     Decrease your cost to service clients 
3.     Increase revenue per client

You need to work on all three for this to truly work. We will walk through each.  

Whether you’re looking to scale your business or just improve efficiency, increasing the LTV of your clients is 

your key to success. Let’s see what startup wisdom can teach us about how to do it better, faster, and more 

effectively so that LTV can surpass CAC in under one year’s time.
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PILLAR #1 - IMPROVE THE CLIENT EXPERIENCE

The first pillar of increasing LTV—improving the client experience—is all about increasing client retention and 

avoiding turnover. Most advisors forget (or choose to ignore) this element of LTV, but it’s critical. Luckily for 

you, startups have identified specific methods for keeping customers happy and coming back for more. Let’s 

dive in.

STARTUP LESSON 1: ENGAGE CUSTOMERS ALL YEAR LONG

“If you're not engaging your customers on-the-go—in the context of their daily lives—you're essentially 

neglecting them, or are at least missing an opportunity to nurture the relationship through an open, honest 

interaction.”     - Wendy Lea,  CEO, Get Satisfaction

As a kid, you probably never heard a friend say, “When I grow up, I want to be a community manager.” 

But in recent years, the community manager position has skyrocketed in popularity, becoming a key role for 

startups of all shapes and sizes. 

Community management is about finding ways to engage and delight your audience throughout the year. 

The community manager role varies depending on the nature of the startup, but generally includes things like 

social media engagement, content creation, email marketing, event production, user support, and 

relationship management. 

And it matters.  Devoting time to building relationships is one of the most effective ways to increase the LTV 

of your clients. While startups refer to this as “community management,” you can also think of it as managing 

and improving your client relationships by finding ways to keep them engaged and informed outside of the 

standard one-on-one services you offer. 

If you want to see the power of community management in action, check out BarkBox on Facebook. 

BarkBox offers a monthly subscription box full of treats and toys for dog owners to share with their pets. The 

startup engages its target market by providing a constant stream of awwww-inducing puppy photos and 

relevant content, like a quiz to determine how spoiled your dog is or a look at the bravest dogs in military 

history. 

Why do startups place such a high value of building community and delighting customers? Because it keeps 

their customers happy and coming back for more. 

The same goes for you and your clients. Financial advisors typically meet with clients a couple times during 

the year to check in, exchange updates, and make plans for the future. If those quarterly meetings are the 

only times you’re engaging your clients, then you’re missing out on a huge opportunity to build lasting 
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relationships and showcase your exceptional service.  It’s time to channel your inner community manager 

and focus on strengthening your client relationships.

Engaging clients year round may sound like a lot of work, but investing a bit more time into building your 

relationships upfront will lead to a serious increase in LTV. You’ll see clients who are more satisfied, less likely 

to make service requests, and more likely to make referrals (score!). And with automated engagement, it’s a 

piece of cake.  

So let’s get practical. How can you channel your inner community manager and make sure your clients have 

an exceptional experience throughout the year?

• Email Newsletter: Think about the news and issues that your clients find anxiety-inducing and 

address those in a monthly newsletter. You can even create different client lists (families/young 

professionals/retirees/etc.) and develop content that’s tailored to each group. Mailchimp is one of 

our favorite tools! Easy-to-use and free if your mailing list is under 2,000. 

• Blog: Like the newsletter, your blog can be another channel where you address the issues that 

matter to your clients. Topics can be broad, like a weekly market update, or narrow, like a piece 

targeted at public school teachers who want to change jobs without blowing their pension. With a 

free blogging tool like Wordpress, you can easily publish posts and automatically share them with 

your mailing list and across social channels. 

• Automated Investment Updates: Many financial advisors use Blueleaf to send automated weekly 

updates to their clients to help them stay informed. Updates like these are automatically hyper-

tailored to your clients, and are incredibly easy to set up. It’s a great way to preempt any issues and 

show your clients that you care. 

• Social Media: Twitter, Facebook, and the like are great distribution channels for your content. They 

also give you a way to engage directly with clients, participate in industry conversations and 

comment on events as they happen. And remember, don’t be afraid to show your personality! 

Authenticity is key for social. 

This overview is just the tip of the iceberg. Recently, we interviewed three financial advisors to understand 

exactly how they use year-round client communication to improve their client experience AND the 

effectiveness of their client meetings. We exposed the three advisors’ tips and secrets in The Ultimate Lesson 

for Effective Client Meetings. You can get a free copy of it here: http://hub.am/1sLBOwX 
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STARTUP LESSON 2: SOLICIT FEEDBACK 

“Talk to people instead of banging on a keyboard. It’s a shortcut to growth because you’ll be building 

something people actually want.”     – Kevin Mitnick,  Consultant, author and famous hacker

Want a tried and true way to improve client engagement? Let the clients be your guide. 

Successful startups use customer data and feedback to shape their products, brand, and customer 

experience. They constantly iterate based on what their customers need.

Figure out what clients care about. What frustrates them. What challenges them.

An example: In 2008, Sunil Rajarman co-founded the screenwriting software company Scripped. The idea 

was to provide free software to screenwriters and then sell their scripts to producers. By 2010, Sunil finally 

realized that his business model was at odds with what writers really wanted: paid gigs. He learned this by 

talking to customers about their challenges and observing their behavior. With his customers’ needs in mind, 

Rajarman re-launched his startup as Scripped, an online marketplace that allows businesses to hire freelance 

writers for blogs, articles and social media posts. 

The key for Rajarman was to uncover the motivations and behavior of his customers and use those insights 

to improve the product. When it comes to customer feedback, it’s not about asking customers what they 

want—it’s about asking specific questions and observing behaviors that will help you uncover their pain 

points. Once you know more about your customers’ challenges and experiences, you can then use this 

information to identify the right solutions and unroll them to your community. This in turn leads to happier 

customers who stay longer, refer more, and feel personally invested in the success of your business. 

Customers with awesome LTVs. 
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For financial advisors, soliciting feedback is a key to avoiding turnover. By asking clients about their 

challenges, you can increase the impact of your engagement and improve your services and operations. 

For example, if clients tell you they have a poor understanding of their complete financial picture, you can 

work to solve that problem. [Unapologetic plug: It may be account aggregation and easy-to-read 

performance reports, all automated by Blueleaf. Learn about it here: http://hub.am/1nZw2tV] When you 

make the helpful changes, explain them in the context of their challenges: “You told me X was a challenge, 

so we’re trying out Y to help solve that problem.” 

Start gathering feedback:

• Just like Rajarman did for Scripped, avoid asking clients what they want. “What do you want from 

us?” isn’t going to yield helpful insights. Here’s a better approach: “When it comes to [insert topic, like 

financial life or planning for retirement], what are the things you find most [insert adjective, like 

challenging, time-consuming or rewarding]?” Questions like that will help you get at the underlying 

problems that clients need your help to solve.   

• SurveyMonkey is an easy-to-use tool that lets you create and send survey questions. 

• Google Forms lets you build custom forms. Results are compiled into a separate document in your 

Google Drive.

• Sometimes a personal one-on-one conversation is the best way to collect meaningful client 

feedback, especially if your focus is on qualitative information. 

• Monitoring the results of your blog posts and newsletters is a great way to discover insights about 

your clients. While it’s not direct feedback, knowing which posts got the most clicks and highest 

engagement levels gives you a better sense of the challenges your clients face and the issues they 

care about. 

If you have an upcoming meeting with a client, use that as an opportunity to gather feedback and figure out 

the issues that matter to them. In the past we’ve suggested creating a meeting agenda ahead of time, and 

then sharing that agenda using a document-sharing platform (you can do this easily through Blueleaf’s client 

portal). Ask clients to review the agenda and then add in the topics, questions, and concerns they’d like to 

cover at the meeting. It’s a great way to get feedback on what issues are top-of-mind for your clients.

However you choose to gather feedback, know that doing so leads to happier clients who you can better 

service, and, in effect, stay with you for the long haul. 
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PILLAR #2 - INCREASE REVENUE PER CLIENT

Here’s the thing about clients who feel appreciated and engaged: they trust you. And they brag about you. 

When a client trusts you they give you more of their business, and when a client brags about you, they refer 

their friends—both keys to increasing lifetime value. 

The best startups succeed by gaining customer trust and then finding creative and authentic ways to turn that 

trust into revenue. Here’s how you can take a page out of their playbook. 

STARTUP LESSON 3: SOLVE PEOPLE’S PROBLEMS 

“It is essential to understand that selling is about creating value for both parties rather than providing a 

product. By focusing on the needs of the client and selling the solution your product or service provides, 

you will see much more success.”     - Bryan Silverman,  Star Toilet Paper (...yes, that’s a real company.)

Existing customers who already trust you are your greatest opportunity for new business. That’s why up-

selling and cross-selling products is a common practice for business in general. It’s a great way to increase 

revenue per client and, in turn, boost LTV. But here’s the thing: Startups don’t think of this as selling. Instead, 

it’s all about solving customers problems. 

In the olden days, salespeople focused on promoting their company, their product, and the laundry list of 

features it all offered. Successful startups are thinking about sales differently, focusing instead on the specific 

(and real) value that additional services or products can add to their customers’ lives. (A reason you’ve never 

received a call from the Blueleaf.com Team, asking to sign up for our software. If you see our stuff online, 

decide you like it, and sign up for a Free Month Trial, that’s for you to decide. We don’t push our product. We 

focus on running a product that solves advisor problems.)

Look at Dropbox. The online storage company --which has grown rapidly over the past five years, but still 

maintains a startup culture-- offers free service up to a certain point. But if customers need more online 

storage for their files, they need to pay a fee. Dropbox notifies you that your storage is at capacity, and then 

directs you to this page to get more space. 

Here’s why it works: the page focuses primarily on the value that more space will add to customers’ lives 

rather than the product features or specifications. It’s not about getting 100 GB of space; it’s about being able 

to work from anywhere, preserve your memories, and make sure you never lose important files. This added 

value speaks directly to Dropbox’s target market and focuses entirely on the very real benefit of buying more 

storage with the company. 
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HOW THE BEST STARTUPS INSPIRE REFERRALS

As a financial advisor, there is ample opportunity to sell clients additional services.  But the key is 

understanding which services will actually provide value to which clients—and then knowing how to translate 

that value to clients in their own language. 

Let’s unpack that process with an example: billing on additional assets. With account aggregation tools, like 

Blueleaf, advisors gain access to held-away assets — accounts you can provide guidance on and 

appropriately bill on (cha-ching!).

All goofing aside, this is not about billing for the sake of billing. Providing strategic guidance on held-away 

assets is a hugely valuable service for clients. Your job is to help them see why. Instead of selling yourself as 

the “trusted advisor,” sit down for a cup of coffee and talk them through the value-add that your strategic 

guidance provides. 

No matter what service or add-on you’re selling, your clients’ needs should always be top of mind. When 

you’re selling a solution that you believe in, it won’t feel like selling at all. 

STARTUP LESSON 4: INSPIRE REFERRALS

Ah, referrals. Marketing gold for companies of all shapes and sizes. When a client makes a referral, the 

profitability of the relationship increases, and so does LTV.

But referrals are tricky. In a perfect world, clients who love you and trust you would feel implicitly compelled 

to praise your services at every cocktail party they attend. And sometimes that does happen (another reason 

why nurturing relationships year round is key).  More often, however, you’ll need to be a bit more direct with 

referral requests. 

Startups get this. Beyond asking for referrals, startups inspire their audience to refer. How do they do it, and  
how can you follow their lead?

 

THE WIN-WIN: The Win-Win is a hugely effective referral tactic. Consider Plated, a startup that delivers chef-

inspired recipes and locally-sourced ingredients to customers who want to cook gourmet meals. Once they 

join, customers get a special referral link that Plated asks them to share with friends. It’s a double incentive: 

the friend who signs up gets the first two meals free and the existing customer gets a bonus of two meals 

credited to their account. 

You can adopt a similar strategy. It could be straightforward—perhaps you give the referring client a small 

discount on services and offer the potential client a free initial report. Or get creative! When a new client 

signs on, the referring client gets to join them for some awesome experience, like a cooking class or wine 

tasting event (with you footing the bill, of course). 
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CHOOSE YOUR MOMENT: Successful startup marketers know how to choose the right moments for 

referrals. The best time to ask customers to sing your praises is when they’re closest to the brand. For an 

online retailer like Rue La La, that means giving customers the chance to tell their friends about a sale the 

moment after their own purchase is complete. 

For financial advisors, that means being strategic about when you ask your clients for referrals. Maybe you 

just helped a client grasp a new concept, or made an awesome move that your client is fawning over, or 

showed them the super-awesome features in Blueleaf’s client portal. Don’t wait; that’s your time to swoop in 

and make the ask. 

MAKE IT EASY: Asking for a referral is great, but giving clients a clear next step for taking action is even better. 

Just ask The Startup Institute, a career accelerator that prepares their “students” of all ages to work and thrive 

at startups. In order to get qualified students to apply to the program each season, The Startup Institute 

reaches out to its network of alumni and provides them with pre-written tweets, emails, and Facebook posts 

that they can use to spread the word. They’ve made it incredibly easy for happy customers to send referrals.

Don’t leave clients wondering how to refer you. Give them clear next steps.  Maybe you host a panel event, 

and ask clients to bring a +1 who might be interested in learning more about your services. You can also 

create an email template that they can easily adapt to send to their contacts. Better yet, give them a list of the 

type of other professional service providers you’d love to meet, and ask them to make an introduction.

 
The more a client refers, the more valuable they become. Inspiring clients to be your evangelists is one of the 

best growth strategies around. 
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PILLAR #3 - LOWER COST TO SERVICE

Increasing profitability from your existing clients is a great way to boost their lifetime value—and so is finding 

ways to lower the costs of serving them. Cost can mean many things beyond dollars – time, frustration, and 

mental energy, for example.

Startups are keenly aware of this, and that’s why many operate with this mantra: 

STARTUP LESSON 5: NEVER STOP IMPROVING THE BUSINESS

“Without an internal commitment to innovation, even the strongest brands in the slowest-moving industries 

will eventually wither and die.”     - Rosemary Ripley,  Venture Capitalist 

In a 2012 New York Times article, Nick Bilton posed the question: Why didn’t Kodak invent Instagram? He 

goes on to address a big challenge that many established organizations face: failure to innovate. Older 

companies can sometimes have a hard time realizing that what worked ten years ago may no longer be the 

best solution today. Because these companies , they often miss out on opportunities to innovate and identify 

new products that could reduce the cost of operations while increasing efficiency. 

Startups operate on the other end of the spectrum. They are always looking for ways to improve their 

products, grow their customer base, and even more critical, lower costs in order to scale. If you’ve watched 

Shark Tank, you know that many of the startup CEOs seek investors who can help them find solutions that 

bring costs down while boosting productivity. 

At Board of Innovation, a startup that specializes in business plan innovation, all employees receive a “Next 

Gen Budget” that they can use to try out new products, tools and services that help improve productivity and 

unlock business opportunities. The only rule? They must be early adopters of the tools and products that 

they decide to test out. The goal is to always be thinking five years ahead.  

For financial advisors that want to increase the LTV of clients, lowering the cost of servicing those clients is 

huge. 

The best way to do this? Challenge your own assumptions about what customers want and need. Rethink 

what you’ve always done. When you question your own status quo and always think about how you can do 

better, you’ll start to see new opportunities to lower cost and improve your services. By adopting a never-

stop-improving mentality, you can always be on the lookout for products, tools, and new processes that can 

help you operate more efficiently while lowering your cost to service clients. It’s a win-win. 

A great example of where the never-stop-improving mentality can take you comes from advisor William 

Bissett. In this blog post, William describes the first time one of his clients passed away.  The client’s family 
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needed a broad understanding of where this clients’ accounts and finances stood—and at, the time, William 

realized he simply did not have the information he needed to be helpful during this painful stage. With 

statements and accounts in different places, unknown passwords, and out-of-reach details, William spent 

days trying to compile accurate information but ultimately could not give the family the full financial picture 

they needed. Rather than simply move on, William used this experience to improve his processes and make 

his operations more efficient, cost-effective, and client-oriented. He embraced account aggregation and 

changed his entire business so that in the future, he would always be able to give clients they information 

they need the moment they need it. His advice to other advisors? Always ask yourself, “What am I blind to?” 

and then begin to close that gap. You’ll save a heck of a lot of time, money, frustration and mental energy – 

aka costs.

Choosing new tools and technology isn’t easy. It can be confusing to navigate the marketplace and scary to 

overhaul internal processes. But if you want to grow, it’s an absolute necessity. Plus, with free trials available 

for many professional products (like we offer at Blueleaf), you get to test out the new solution before making 

any commitments. For more tips on choosing new tools, check out our checklist for evaluating account 

aggregation systems: http://hub.am/1nZwjNl 

Growing your business is a challenge, but by focusing on increasing LTV and following the lead of startups, 

you’ll be poised to succeed. So grab your ping pong paddle and put your game face on, because it’s time to 

create some serious growth for your business – like successful startups do. 

To learn about Blueleaf’s automated client engagement tools and how they can help you drastically increase 

your clients’ lifetime value, contact info@blueleaf.com.
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For you.  For free. 

by
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